ModelTek. Why should I consider it?
Introduction

ModelTek is a information system designed for use by your agency to reduce the time spent by
staff on the administrative tasks necessary in managing talent.
This makes them more efficient and productive so they can manage more talent or provide them
with better service.
If you are still using charts on the booking desk it is time to replace them with ModelTek.
It makes sharing data between your team of bookers easier and gives management access to the
information anytime... Anywhere...
Bookers can easily phone, fax, email or SMS the talent directly from the system. No more
duplicated databases of phone numbers and emails. No more errors and delays hunting around for
contact details. They can immediately review each talents schedule and update it quickly.
All the agency forms can be held in ModelTek - application forms, standard contracts, information
sheets that can be printed, emaied or faxed to talent and clients.
A full job history is held for each talent that can be reviewed for conflict of interest when negotiating
jobs.
Massively reduce the time spent passing information about jobs from the booking desk to
accounts. No more re-entering data (less mistakes) and the accounting staff can perform more of a
review role with the financials.
And more…
This document is designed to introduce you to ModelTek and show how it can become an integral
tool for your agency. Hopefully it will convey the potential benefit to your organisation. For further
details please contact ADE Group.

ModelTek - Summary

This is the main screen of ModelTek (showing the Deadlines page but more of that later).
Let’s look at how the system works in a nutshell.

Overview
ModelTek is a talent booking management database. It comprises three main masterfiles,
Talent, Agents and Clients.
Talent are the people you represent like models
Agents are people/firms you sometimes deal with as intermediaries to the client like production
houses.
Clients are people/firms ultimately being billed for the jobs.
You, the agency manage every interaction between the 3 using ModelTek to maintain each
talents schedule and and generate quotes and financial information for each job when
completed.
The financial job information is then transferred to your accounting package for billing etc.

ModelTek - Castings

Castings
ModelTek let’s you enter information in any order but let’s start with castings. Here you see every
current casting and below is a list of the talent attending the casting. A casting is a special type of
job to ModelTek because you can manage a group of talent going to the same casting.
The buttons on the talent list let you manage each casting and complete the details easily when it is
done.

ModelTek - Casting Wizard

Entering a Casting or GoSee
ModelTek has a casting wizard to quickly let you select and send talent to a casting or gosee.
Enter the date and time of the casting and the interval for appointments and duration.
You can enter job dates to put a hold in the talents schedule and to make sure they are available for the
job itself.
Select the talent to send to the casting .
Click allocate times to allocate a time to each talent.
Click validate times for ModelTek to check each talents schedule. If they have another job at that time
your can right click and review the schedule.
When you are happy you click accept and the casting and job holds will be added to each talents
schedule.

ModelTek - Jobs Screen

Jobs Screen
To ModelTek every interaction between the talent and clients is a job. So a job can be a paid job, a
casting or gosee or an appointment at the agency. If the talent attends the casting and gets the job this
casting will become a paid job for this talent.
The jobs screen shows every noncompleted job on the system for every talent. It shows various details
like the type of job, its status and details. You can look at all the jobs yours only or only one talent. Red
highlights a job that is not a first option (more of that when we look at the talent schedule) and green
shows that it is ready to invoice. This means all the financial details are entered and correct and
accounts will process it in their next batch run. Pending indicates a job that should be finished (ie the
last appointment date is passed)
Let’s have a closer look at a job.

ModelTek - Job Transaction

Entering a Job
The job screen is split into 3 sections and you enter information depending on the type of job. (A gosee
does not require any financial data for example)
The Job Details section requires the talent, an agent and a client (they may be the same
person/company). You also enter the job type, status and product details.
Job notes can advise the talent of contact people or other data.
The Times section records each appointment pertaining to the job. (One for each appointment so 3 for a
3 day shoot) This information appears on the talents schedule and determines where they have to been
and when.
The Financial section details the charges for the job to the client. This information can be sent to the
client for confirmation and will be transferred to the accounting system when the job is ready to invoice.

ModelTek - Deadlines

Deadlines
The most important function of the booker is the ensure the talent get to the appointments and are
advised of where to be and when. When the jobs are entered all the appointments appear on the
deadlines screen. As the talent is advised of the appointment the jobs are marked accordingly with
who advised them. Note that only first options appear on the deadlines screen.
One useful feature when schedules get tight (during major fashion events) is the daily shedule that
shows every talents appointments and the client for a specified day.

ModelTek - Talent Schedule

Schedule
The schedule shows all the appointments for the selected talent.
ModelTek imposes a couple of rules about the schedule. A person can only be in one place at one time.
The shortest time to get to and attend an appointment is 30 minutes. The schedule shows the job and
any options (up to 3) for the talent.
Point at a job to display the details or double click to edit the job. Right click to switch options or add or
delete and appointment. You can also blockout times and days from a talents schedule (say if they go
on holidays for a week)
The bottom right birthday cake shows that the talent has a birthday approaching and if their book is out
the book button appears with details.
The Gosee button shows details of every “GoSee” client and when the last talent contact was. You can
quickly schedule GoSees for the talent with this button.
If you delete a job with options the options will cascade thus making the second option the first and so
on ensuring the talent does not miss any opportunities and always attends the best job.

ModelTek - Deadlines Contact

Deadline Contact
From the schedule you can display the contact screen for a particular job. This makes it easy to
contact the parties involved via phone fax email etc.

ModelTek - Contact database

Contacts
The contacts screen gives you ready access to contact details for all the talent and agents on file.
You can search for a name or sort the list accordingly.

ModelTek - Talent file

Talent Masterfile
The talent masterfile contains information about the person divided into various pages.
Contact details to keep in touch with the persion.
Characteristics for assessing who meets the requirements for a job.
Job history showing every job on file for the talent.
Quotes show any quotes using this talent that were submitted for jobs.
Blockouts show the times blocked from the talent schedule showing when they are not available.
Schedule Notes are freeform comments pertaining to the talent that appear at the foot of their schedule
page. This can help inform other bookers of any current issues with the talent.

ModelTek - Staff Diary

Diary
This is an internal diary for your staff. This is typically used to manage the booking desk roster and
to ensure no clashes occur with staff appointments with talent or clients etc.
You can view one persons diary for any period or everyone for a given day.

ModelTek - Reports

Reports
A wide range of reports are available from ModelTek. These allow you
to follow up outstanding commissions or sign-offs, review talent
statistics, check date availability for a job and much more. Reports can
also be custom designed to suit your needs.

Conclusion
This document is designed to give a broad overview of the core functionality of ModelTek. To
maximise the benefits, ModelTek should become a central tool to the operation of the booking
desk so it should be looked on as a starting point or one element in developing your agency’s
information management system . For more information please contact us for an obligation free
discussion of what ModelTek can do for your organisation.
Phone ADE Group on 1300 766 600 or email on enquiry@adegroup.com.au

